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Pull back the black velvet curtain and feel the mighty bass pumping as you step into the exclusive realms

of "Club Bizarre". Stay focussed and try not to spill your drink on too many supermodels while you're

making your way to the dancefloor! This spanking new sound collection from Prime Loops' dance

department delivers you all the right next-level sonics that you need to create the most extravagant,

commercial sounding electro house hurricanes - without ever having to worry about losing that authentic

club edge! "Club Bizarre" features all the elements for winding up to the perfect euphoric climax, with over

200 uberstylish tech drum, cutting synth hooks and pumping electro bass loops, including a fine section of

inspirational "Freak Loops" for adding intrigue and individuality to your tracks. Sex up your sound with

gated synths, kicking beats, vocoder-processed rhythmic phrases and stimulating nu-school basslines,

each one twisted up to give it that certain flair which will get your tracks noticed all around the world.

Inspired by the current wave of crystal clear progressive house megahits from continental Europe, this

pack has been produced by Prime Loop's resident sound sculpting pro DJ Art G ("Mix Injections", "Secret

Lab") using all the latest equipment. With this uplifting sample pack house connoisseurs of all

backgrounds will get instant access to the full frequency range of perfectly balanced, compressed and

stereoised loops, shooting your productions from the underground to the stars. Pre-formatted for your

workflow, triple quality checked and ready to make sweat drip from the ceiling, this insanely original pack

comes out of leftfield to surprise and seduce your audience. As always, with our 100 royalty free licence

you keep the profit from whatever you can produce with this mind-bending material. Get the pack that's

full of anthemic atmospheres fit for the main arena, with a fresh surprise never more than a beat away.

Never underestimate the power of the bizarre! This is the .wav edition. You can find this release in a large

number of other formats on our website including: Ableton Live Pack (350mb) Acid Loops (472mb) Apple

Loops (472mb) FL Studio (472mb) Garageband (472mb) and many, many more! primeloops.com
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